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Excess primer degradation by Exo I improves the preparation of 3’ cDNA ligation-based sequencing libraries

Christel Hougård Enroth1,2, Annaliegh Ohrt Fehler1, Line Dahl Poulsen1 & Jeppe Vinther1

ABSTRACT

RNA sequencing library construction using single-stranded ligation of a DNA adapter to 3’ ends of cDNAs often produces primer–adapter byproducts, which compete with cDNA–adapter ligation products during library amplification and, therefore, reduces the number of informative sequencing reads. We find that Escherichia coli Exo I digestion efficiently and selectively removes surplus reverse transcription primer and thereby reduces the primer–adapter product contamination in 3’ cDNA ligation-based sequencing libraries, including small RNA libraries, which are typically similar in size to the primer–adapter products. We further demonstrate that Exo I treatment does not lead to trimming of the cDNA 3’ end when duplexed with the RNA template. Exo I digestion is easy to perform and implement in other protocols and could facilitate a more widespread use of 3’ cDNA ligation for sequencing-based applications.

METHOD SUMMARY

For 3’ cDNA ligation-based RNA sequencing libraries, we demonstrate that Exo I treatment after reverse transcription reduces primer–adapter contamination without causing trimming of the cDNA 3’ end. Our approach makes 3’ cDNA adapter ligation more broadly applicable to library preparation, including small RNA-seq libraries, which typically are impossible to separate from adapter-primer contamination based on size selection.
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Massive parallel sequencing is a useful tool in transcriptomics and genomics and has been applied to the study of a multitude of different biological research questions over the last decade [1,2]. Sequencing of cDNA is now being used for gene expression analysis and for many other applications such as the study of small RNAs, protein–RNA interactions, RNA–RNA interactions, RNA structures and ribosome profiling.

Most sequencing methods, including the Illumina platform, require addition of adapter sequences to the ends of the DNA fragments [3] and many different strategies for adding these exist. For sequencing of double-stranded DNA, adapters can be added either by fragmentation of the DNA followed by ligation [4] or by transposon-based introduction of the adapters [5]. These strategies can be used to prepare libraries from cDNA-derived double-stranded DNA; however, for some applications this is not convenient or possible. Instead, adapter sequences can be ligated to the ends of RNA before reverse transcription, included in the reverse transcription primer or ligated to the cDNA 3’ end. Alternatively, the terminal transferase activity of M-MLV reverse transcriptase can be used in combination with its ability to switch template to add a 3’ cDNA adapter sequence during reverse transcription [6], or reverse transcription can be terminated stochastically with 3’ azido labeled deoxynucleotides followed by click chemistry-mediated adapter addition [7].

One of the most straightforward strategies for constructing cDNA sequencing libraries is to use a primer with an adapter overhang for reverse transcription and subsequently ligate a DNA adaptor to the 3’ end of the cDNA with either CircLigase or T4 DNA ligase. This 3’ cDNA ligation strategy has successfully been used for RNA-Seq [8,9] and sequencing of transcriptome-wide RNA structure probing [10–13]. The 3’ cDNA ligation reaction is known to be biased, but the use of T4 ligase significantly reduces the bias [13], meaning that 3’ cDNA ligation is an attractive strategy for sequencing library preparation. However, widespread use has been limited by primer–adapter contamination arising from the adapter ligating to the 3’ end of the reverse transcription primer. During PCR amplification of the sequencing library, the primer–adapter product is amplified more efficiently than the intended cDNA product because of its short length. If a large amount of RNA starting material is used, it is typically possible to produce cDNA sequencing libraries with low primer–adapter product contamination, while lower amounts of starting material produce libraries with considerable amounts of primer–adapter product, which will reduce the number of informative sequence reads obtained from the sequencing [3,13–15].

To avoid contaminating primer–adapter products in 3’ cDNA ligation-based libraries, several different strategies can be applied. First, an increased amount of RNA starting material can in some cases minimize primer adapter contamination. Second, a reduction in the amount of primer used in the reverse transcription reaction reduces primer–adapter contamination, but the reduction also affects the efficiency of cDNA synthesis, meaning that this strategy requires optimization and may not work in all cases. Third, in many applications, the cDNAs of interest are longer than the primer–adapter, which makes
it possible to reduce contamination by size selection of the cDNA or the final sequencing library. However, the size selection step is time consuming and requires that sufficient cDNA extension products are present in the library. In addition, for libraries produced from small RNAs, such as miRNAs, it is difficult to separate the extended cDNA from the primer–adapter product [16]. Fourth, inclusion of biotin-labeled nucleotides in the reverse transcription reaction allows streptavidin-based bead purification of cDNA products from the reverse transcription primer prior to ligation [13]. This strategy is, although useful for many applications, inefficient for shorter cDNAs and cannot be implemented for applications that require biotin labelling, such as RNA structure probing with N3-NAI [17], CAGE [18] or the SHAPES method [19].

For many years, the ability of *Escherichia coli* Exo I to catalyze degradation of single-stranded DNA without targeting double-stranded DNA [20] has been exploited for cleanup of PCR products. Excess primer can be degraded by Exo I and the resulting dNTPs dephosphorylated by alkaline phosphatase, thereby preparing PCR products for downstream applications [21]. While the lack of Exo I activity on DNA duplexes is well characterized [20], Exo I’s activity on DNA in RNA–DNA duplexes has to our knowledge not been formally investigated and there are only a few examples of Exo I being used to remove reverse transcription primers after reverse transcription [22–25]. In two similar single-cell RNA-seq protocols, reverse-transcribed mRNA was treated with Exo I before poly-A tailing of the 3’ cDNA end in the subsequent step [22,23]. Likewise, in a recent optimization of the CLIP-Seq protocol, Exo I and alkaline phosphatase treatment were introduced to remove reverse transcription–primers before ligation of an adapter to the 3’ end of cDNA with T4 RNA ligase [24]. Finally, in a recent RNA-seq protocol, Exo I was used together with selection on streptavidin beads to remove surplus reverse transcription primer [25].}

Here, we demonstrate that Exo I treatment of reverse transcription reactions before cDNA ligation dramatically reduces the amount of primer–adapter contamination in RNA-seq libraries, including small RNA sequencing libraries, and does not result in 3’ end trimming of the cDNA.

**MATERIALS & METHODS**

**RNA purification**

*E. coli* growth conditions and RNA extraction are described in detail in the Supplementary methods. For small RNA library preparation, an equal mixture of five chemically synthesized 5’ phosphorylated and HPLC-purified RNA oligonucleotides (Eurofins) with a mutated version of the let-7 miRNAs (mut-let-7a, b, c, e, f) (Supplementary Table 1) sequence were used.

**Fragmentation**

For fragmentation, 560 ng *E. coli* RNA was incubated in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8) and 5 mM MgCl₂ at 95°C for 3 min and 20 s before placing on ice and adding EDTA to a final concentration of 10 mM in a final volume of 70 μl.

**RNA & cDNA purifications between enzymatic reactions**

For *E. coli* RNA-seq libraries, fragmented RNA was purified using Agencourt RNAclean XP beads. After subsequent steps (reverse transcription, Exo I digestion, adapter ligation and PCR), DNA was purified with Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, cat. no. A63987 and A63881) using 1 volume of the nucleic acid solution to 1.8 volume of beads (Beckman Coulter, cat. no. A63987 and A63881) using 1 volume of the nucleic acid solution to 1.8 volume of beads according to manufacturer’s protocol. The size-selected sample was subjected to an additional round of Ampure purification. For preparation of microRNA libraries, samples were purified after all steps (polyadenyl-
Figure 2. Bioanalyzer electropherogram traces of final *Escherichia coli* RNA sequencing libraries. (A) RNA sequencing library prepared with a standard protocol. (B) Standard protocol, but with a 5x reduction in amount of reverse transcription primer. (C) Standard protocol, but with size selection using additional Ampure XP bead cleanup following reverse transcription. (D) Standard protocol, but treated with Exo I following reverse transcription to remove leftover primer. (E) As (B), but treated with Exo I. (F) Percentage of primer-adapter reads in the five libraries corresponding to percentage of read pairs that were 22 nt after trimming adapter sequences (see supplemental material and methods).

*Primer adapter peak (147 bp).
**Primer adapter concatemer.
M: Standard lower or upper size marker used for size estimation.
Figure 3. Bioanalyzer electropherogram traces of miRNA sequencing libraries. (A) MicroRNA sequencing library prepared without Exo I treatment. M: Standard lower or upper size marker used for size estimation. (B) MicroRNA sequencing library treated with Exo I in the Exo I buffer. (C) MicroRNA sequencing library treated with Exo I in the RT buffer. (D) Percentage of primer–adapter reads in the three libraries (A–C) corresponding to processed reads that were too short to incorporate miRNA sequences (see Supplementary materials and methods). (E) Distribution of alignment start positions from the reference miRNA sequences of the three libraries (A–C). (F) Denaturing acrylamide gel of 5′ end 32P-labeled poly-dT primer (Supplementary Table 1) in RT of polyadenylated miRNAs, treated with Exo I (+) and not treated with Exo I (−). The position of full-length cDNA (61 nt) and the non-elongated poly-dT primer (41 nt) in the gel is indicated.

*Primer–adapter peak (147 bp).

M: Standard lower or upper size marker used for size estimation; RT: Reverse transcription.
adenylation

Samples containing 510 ng miRNA oligonucleotide were polyadenylated with 5 U E. coli Poly(A) polymerase (New England Biolabs, cat. # M0276) in 1× E. coli Poly(A) polymerase buffer and 1 mM ATP in a total volume of 20 μl and incubated for 30 min at 37°C.

First-strand cDNA synthesis

Reverse transcription was carried out by mixing the purified fragmented RNA with either 1 μl of 10 μM or 1 μl of 50 μM reverse transcription primer for random priming (E. coli libraries; Supplementary Table 1) or by mixing polyadenylated RNA with 4 μl 10 mM poly-dT primer (miRNA libraries; Supplementary Table 1). Reverse transcription primer and RNA mixtures were denatured by incubation at 65°C for 5 min before placing on ice. Reverse transcription was then carried out using PrimeScript Reverse Transcriptase (Takara Bio, cat. # 2680A) in 20 μl reactions of 1× reverse transcription buffer and 0.5 mM dNTP. For E. coli libraries, 0.5 M sorbitol and 0.1 M trehalose was added and samples were incubated at 25°C for 30 sec, 30°C for 10 min, 42°C for 30 min, 50°C for 10 min, 56°C for 10 min, 60°C for 10 min before placing on ice. For miRNA libraries, the samples were incubated 30°C for 10 min, 42°C for 60 min, 70°C for 10 min before placing on ice.

Exo I treatment

Purified reverse transcription reactions were digested with 20 U Exo I (New England Biolabs, cat. # M0293) in a total volume of 20 μl in 1× Exo I buffer or in 1× reverse transcription buffer, for 30 min (miRNA libraries) or 45 min (E. coli libraries) at 37°C. E. coli libraries that did not undergo Exo I treatment were mock-treated by adding H₂O instead of enzyme and using the same conditions as Exo I-treated E. coli libraries.

3′ cDNA adapter ligation

An adapter was ligated to the cDNA 3′ end by mixing all of the purified Exo I-treated or non-treated libraries with 0.5 μl 100 μM 3′ cDNA adapter (Supplementary Table 1) in 1× Circligase buffer, 50 μM ATP, 2.5 mM MnCl₂, 10% PEG6000 and 50 U Circligase ssDNA Ligase (Epicentre, cat. # CL4115K) and for E. coli libraries, 2 μl 5 M betaine was added. All reactions had a final volume of 10 μl and were incubated 2 h at 60°C, 1 h at 68°C, and 10 min at 80°C.

Library amplification by PCR

For E. coli libraries, PCR amplification was carried out using all of the ligated cDNA material, whereas 1/20 volume of the ligated cDNA was used for the miRNA libraries. Reactions contained 0.6 μM forward PCR primer (Supplementary Table 1), 0.5 μM reverse PCR index primer (Supplementary Table 1), 1× Phusion HF buffer, 0.2 mM dNTPs and either 1 U (miRNA libraries) or 2 U (E. coli libraries) Phusion® High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs, cat. # M0530). The PCR reactions were denatured for 3 min at 98°C, followed by four cycles of 98°C for 80 s, 64°C for 15 s and 72°C for 1 min, and finally two (E. coli libraries) or nine (miRNA libraries) cycles of 98°C for 80 s and 72°C for 1 min, and finally 72°C for 5 min.

Sequencing

Samples were sequenced using the Illumina MiSeq (E. coli libraries) or NextSeq (miRNA libraries) sequencer with 2 × 75 bp paired end or 75 bp single end read lengths, respectively. The sequencing data are available at [26]. A detailed description of the data analysis is available in the Supplementary methods.

Blot-to-blot consistency. Time after time.

To achieve meaningful comparison of expressed proteins from blot-to-blot, trustworthy data is essential. BlotCycler™ is designed to eliminate slight variations in fluid delivery, timing and washing that may occur when protocols are performed manually. With rigorous precision, BlotCycler delivers an affordable solution to busy labs demanding reproducible results.
therefore reduce the number of informative Illumina adapter sequences and will of the primer–adapter byproduct (Figure 2A). Approximately 210 bp length, which predomi-
antly employed 3′ cDNA ligation to prepare small RNA sequencing libraries. Instead, small RNA library preparation is typically based on ligation of adapters to the 3′ and 5′ ends of the small RNA. Exo I treatment has the potential to alleviate the need for size selection of cDNA products in 3′ cDNA ligation-based small RNA library preparation. To test this possibility, we used a mix of five chemically synthesized miRNA controls of 22 nt in length for library preparation with or without Exo I treatment. A polyA tail was added to the miRNA controls using Poly(A) polymerase I to facilitate reverse transcription with a poly-dT primer, ending in a degenerate VN sequence to direct priming to the miRNA-polyA junction. As expected, the small RNA-seq library prepared using the standard procedure displays abundant primer–adapter contamination (Figure 3A & Supplementary Figure 1A & D). In contrast, primer–adapter contamination is less prominent in the library having an Exo I treatment step included in the library preparation protocol after cDNA ligation and prior to library amplification (Figure 3B & Supplementary Figure 1B & E). We also tested the effect of including Exo I treatment immediately after reverse transcription without changing the buffer. Again, we observe a reduction in the amount of primer–adapter contamination in the library (Figure 3C & Supplementary Figure 1C & F), although not as large as observed with Exo I treatment in the optimal buffer. Sequencing of the libraries and analysis of the resulting sequence reads demonstrate that the rate of primer–adapter contamination is 72.2 % in the library prepared with the standard protocol as compared to 5.2 and 18.9 % in the two Exo I treated libraries (Figure 3D). The relative numbers of mapped sequence reads in each of the three libraries are highly similar between each of the five different control miRNAs with an approximately fourfold increase in mapped sequence reads in the Exo I-treated libraries when compared to libraries based on the standard protocol (Supplementary Figure 2). This demonstrates that Exo I treatment can increase the proportion of informative sequencing reads in small RNA sequencing libraries based on 3′ cDNA ligation by degradation of the reverse transcription primer. Therefore, small RNA sequencing protocols based on 3′ cDNA ligation and including Exo I treatment are an alternative to the currently used methods. A potential risk of treatment with Exo I is that breathing of the cDNA 3′ ends in the cDNA–RNA duplexes allows exonuclease trimming by Exo I, which would limit the potential application of Exo I treatment. We plotted the start positions of the sequence reads mapping to the five miRNAs for each
of the three libraries. The distribution of start positions is nearly identical in the Exo I treated and untreated libraries, showing that Exo I treatment does not lead to trimming of the cDNA in the cDNA–RNA duplex (Figure 3E). We also assessed extent of cDNA trimming on a denaturing acrylamide gel and found that the length distribution of the extended cDNA is nearly identical between the Exo I-treated and untreated libraries, showing that Exo I treatment has not lead to trimming of the cDNA 3′ end when present in a cDNA–RNA duplex.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

Sequencing-based methods are becoming increasingly important for biological research and optimization of methods for preparing RNA sequencing libraries is therefore a high priority. We show that inclusion of Exo I treatment in library preparation protocols based on 3′ cDNA ligation reduces the formation of primer–adapter dimers and does not lead to trimming of the cDNA 3′ end. Inclusion of Exo I treatment in sequencing library preparation protocols is simple and quick and could therefore potentially improve existing methods. In fact, Exo I treatment has been successfully included into two different sequencing library preparation protocols to facilitate cDNA 3′ end ligation without primer–adapter formation [24,25], although these studies did not report the consequences of including the Exo I treatment. Moreover, Exo I treatment renders 3′ cDNA ligation-based protocols relevant for RNA-seq applications, in which the formation of primer–adapter byproducts otherwise makes library preparation problematic. Here, we show that Exo I treatment allows the use of 3′ cDNA ligation method for small RNA libraries and greatly increases the fraction of informative sequence reads. Finally, because no cDNA 3′ trimming occurs with Exo I treatment of the RNA–cDNA duplex, Exo I treatment could also be included in sequencing methods requiring precise mapping of reverse transcription termination sites.
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